Your Mobile Sales App
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-
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What’s the Best iPad Sales App
for My Sales Team?

-

You might feel some
pressure to get your
app choice right, and
since these applications can make a big
difference for sales
success.
Common Features of the Best iPad Sales Apps

1.

2.
3.

•
•
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-

Types of iPad Sales Apps
1. Transactional iPad Sales Apps

Advantages of Transactional iPad Sales Apps:

Many presentation
iPads apps are set
up for sequential selling like a PowerPoint
presentation, but the
best ones can perform
much like those old
“Choose Your Adventure” books, where the
rep can browse to the
next video or image in a

Disadvantages of Transactional iPad Sales Apps:

-

2. Presentation iPad Sales Apps

Advantages of Presentation iPad Sales Apps:

-
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Disadvantages of Presentation iPad Sales Apps:

3. Enterprise iPad Sales Apps

-

To summarize, the
best iPad sales apps
for your sales team
are largely dependent
on what your company is selling and what

Advantages of Enterprise iPad Sales Apps:

Getting this right up
front will save you
budget, keep headaches away AND
make you look like an
iPad genius.

Disadvantages of Enterprise iPad sales apps:

-

What’s the Best iPad Sales App for Me?
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Free iPad Sales Apps vs. Paid:
Which is Best?

Ask any marketing
exec in a company
that has deployed
iPads and they’ll
tell you that staying
on top of updating
digital content in
their iPad sales app
is one of their most
frustrating
experiences.

-

What Do Free iPad Sales Apps and Enterprise iPad Sales Apps Have
in Common?
•
•

-

•
•

What Makes Free iPad Sales Apps and Enterprise iPad Sales Apps
Different?
•
7
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•
-

•

-

a. Free with constraints, and with the team needing to act individually to
sync content.
b. Paying for the assurance that the team is fully and dynamically up-

wrong

Why Have Leading Companies Chosen Enterprise iPad Sales
Apps?

and
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The choice seems
to be between an
app that can be
adapted—with
effort—to the
purpose of selling,
and an app that is
designed with the
express purpose
of selling.

•
•
•
•

The decision of free
iPad sales apps vs.
paid often comes
down to the
discipline your sales
team has in syncing

-

access on the iPad,
and your company’s
willingness to tolerate the consequences of lost
opportunities at the
point of sale.
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How Much Does an iPad Sales
App Cost?

-

Every time they meet with a customer
Every time they go to a trade show
Every time they go to the boardrooms of your customers
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So, when it comes
to your iPad sales
app, consider what
you’re willing to bet
on your corporate
image. Your sales
rep is going to be
rocking this “suit”
every day of their
sales lives.

So, understand
what your team
needs. Then, determine the best
sales app to match
those needs. Then
we can tell you
how much an iPad
sales app costs.

not

-

-

-
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The answer is, it
depends on which
“suit” is best for
your sales team.
It’s not a question
we take lightly,
and we hope you
won’t either.
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Developing vs. Buying iPad
Sales Apps: Which is Better?
-

The key to success
is in understanding the differences
between developing
an iPad sales app
vs. buying an iPad
sales platform.

-

-

Developing an iPad Sales App
-
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•

You have complete control over the features and functionality.

•

Your sales app will be uniquely matched to your sales process.
-

•

You can add features and launch them when complete.

Disadvantages of Developing Your Own iPad Sales App
•
-

•
-

•
-

•

Buying iPad Sales Apps
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Maybe developing an iPad sales
app is for you,
maybe it’s not.
Let’s look at the
advantages of
paid iPad sales
apps.

Advantages of Buying an iPad Sales Platform Off-the-Shelf
•
-

-

The paid app is
often the most
sound sales decision a company
can make.

•

•
•
•

•

-

Decision Time: Which is Best for You?

-
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How Do You Manage Your
Content on the iPad?
-

Salespeople don’t
like to look dumb in
front of customers
(and to feel dumb
themselves about
their presentations),
so most of them
defaulted back to
carrying printed
brochures and left
the iPads at home.

-

-

-

Make it very easy to update POS collateral to the newest version
for every team member. Every update, every time.
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-

For smaller companies, you may get
-

desktop content
management (you
email collateral to
the team, they install
on their iPad), but
for larger companies, this process
will quickly break
down, leading to
sales team frustration.

Simple Desktop Content Management for Basic iPad Apps

Advantages of Desktop Content Management Ststens for iPad
POS Collateral:
•
•

-

•

Disadvantages of Desktop Content Management Systems for
iPad POS Collateral
•

•

•
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Web-based Content Management Systems for iPad POS Collateral
-

The Advantages of Web-based Management Systems for iPad POS Collateral:

•

•

•
•

-

-

The Disadvantages of Cloud-based Management Systems for iPad POS Collateral:

•
•

•
-
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In summary, look
at the price of the
system, your budget, and the size
of your sales team
before deciding
which content
management is
best for your iPad
business initiative.

iPad Sales App Tech Issues:
How Can IT Help?

It’s critical that marketing and sales
people looking to
deploy an iPad
sales app learn
how to work with
IT—which can be
intimidating in concept.

-

Problem #1: Choosing a bad iPad Sales App Vendor
-
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Problem: Choosing the wrong software vendor can slow or derail an
iPad app launch.
Solution: Ask IT to join you early in the vendor selection process.
Problem #2: Incompatibility with Existing Systems
-

Question: Who knows all your company’s existing software systems? If
you guessed IT, you guessed correctly.
-

Problem: Incompatibility with existing systems can cause costly iPad
app upgrades.
Solution: Get your vendor/s of choice talking with IT early in the vetting
process.
Problem #3: Gathering and Syncing All Your Sales Collateral
-
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IT can be a huge
help when
integrating your
iPad sales app to
enterprise systems like Salesforce.com, SharePoint, and ERP.

-

-

•
•
•
•

Seeing the big
picture, the most
effective iPad
sales app
launches will
include a mix of
IT and marketing.

Problem: It can take a lot of time to gather sales collateral from various
systems for your iPad app.
Solution: Create a list of collateral sub-types and talk with IT to determine the stakeholders early in the process.
Bonus Problem and Solution: Security Issues with iPads

-
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What Are the Best Practices for
Piloting iPad Sales Apps?
-

Giving the app trial
runs in simulated
sales scenarios
are the best way to
see if you’ve conto its optimum
display, and to
familiarize your test
team with all of its
tools and features.

-

-

Avoid Failure Points

-

www.fatstax.com
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•

The goal of an iPad
Pilot Project is to
systematically overcome failure points
by not allowing
them to gum up the
pilot. In these trial
runs, you want to
stay lean and focused.

•
•
•
•

•
-
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What’s Ahead for FatStax
-
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-

